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Active defence != hacking back

• Active defense involves the potential victim making things as 
difficult as possible for attackers, such as with the use of 
honeypots, false data, or tagged data, which if stolen can be 
used by investigators to trace the attackers TTPs (Ex. 
Deception, Beaconing). 

The goal is to enhance the detection capabilities, slow & annoy 
attackers.

• Hacking back, on the other hand, involves accessing an 
attacker’s computer or network in order to identify them, to 
cause damage or disruption, or to find or destroy stolen data. 

What is active defence and what is 
not?
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Opensource

Active defence harbinger distribution

http://adhdproject.github.io/#!index.md

Modern honeypot network.

https://threatstream.github.io/mhn/

Commercial tools:

There are around 10 vendors ( Canarytokens, Symetria, TrapX, 
CounterCraft,  Symantec )…

Active Defence tools

http://adhdproject.github.io/#!index.md
http://adhdproject.github.io/#!index.md
http://adhdproject.github.io/#!index.md
https://threatstream.github.io/mhn/
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Detection as deception techniques:

https://github.com/0x4D31/deception-as-detection

Active defence strategies, methods, 
frameworks 

https://github.com/0x4D31/deception-as-detection
https://github.com/0x4D31/deception-as-detection
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Engaging is AD it’s highly dependent on the context (ex. military 
implies mandate for such operation)

At  the moment in the EU there is no legal framework for AD.

Also the terminology differs from sector to sector.

Ex. off US bill:

(Rep. Tom Graves) proposed the "Active Cyber Defense Certainty 
Act (ACDC)" to amend US law to allow private entities, with 
mandatory reporting requirements to law enforcement, to 
conduct certain forms of hack-back to attribute breaches to the 
responsible individuals and prosecute them

Legal implications

https://tomgraves.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=398770
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50 shades of gray areas

https://cchs.gwu.edu/gray-zone-active-defense-private-sector-against-cyber-
threats&usg=AOvVaw1_T0DfdpAvAMvozdDlfDsn

https://cchs.gwu.edu/gray-zone-active-defense-private-sector-against-cyber-threats&usg=AOvVaw1_T0DfdpAvAMvozdDlfDsn
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Where is active defence going ?

An unified terminology and definition needs to be established.

A more holistic approach for AD is required.

Concerns:

- Implementations

- Integration &Operationalization 

- Costs & resources 

- We might see ADaaS or DaaS

Conclusions
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